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Burnett tests a lot of different products on the these rides and modifies his pre-runner X3s to be
more like his race X3s. With up to 48 more horsepower than stock and larger-diameter tires, the
CVT clutch needs tuning and attention, so Marc uses Airdam clutches in his race and
pre-runner X3. Airdam has many options for fine-tuning each CVT to the motor mods, tire size,
riding style and personal preferences. Mixing and matching can do a lot to change ratios. A
CVTech primary and Airdam-machined secondary provides to percent-lower gearing with a
super-tight belt pinch. See The Yosh slip-on also saves weight percent reduction with a smaller
stainless steel can and puts out a throaty sound The carbon fiber cover for the three outlet tips
is cool too. See your BRP dealer or Burnett went with Stage 4, which requires plus octane fuel
for the 20 pounds of boost with waste gate mods and flow-matched injectors. This mod really
wakes up the X3 and X3 Max, boosting horsepower to plus with a full exhaust, and making it
accelerate much harder on its way to plus-mph top speeds. This kit makes horsepower and runs
on Pemex Nova with octane booster in Baja. These eight-ply tires have a mounted diameter of
Running fronts on all four corners enhances handling, reduces loads on rear hubs and saves
weight. With inch tires, Burnett sets front and rear ride height on his X3s and Max X3s at 16
inches. For , X3 X rs and rc Mavericks eliminate the third rear spring. When increasing spring
preload, be sure to measure how much it takes to achieve a inch ride height and then adjust
cross-over rings the same amount, front and rear. Burnett feels that the Fox IBP shocks ride in a
harsher damping range with the recommended 14â€” Front piggyback 2. These calipers lock up
the front wheels under hard braking. The tubular rack has bottom plates for latching cargo and
side plates for mounting work lights, along with multiple front and rear mounts for LED light
pods. See your BRP dealer. The extruded aluminum housing and durable polycarbonate lens
are Baja-tough, and the watt lights produce 35, lumens while drawing The military-grade black
anodizing matches the X rs well, and B2s are backed by a limited lifetime warranty and are
completely rebuildable. He bends the X rs lower A-arms and has tested several aftermarket
arms, including S3 Powersports. Safecraft also has manually activated systems. Evo
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In Can-Am started selling a lower-priced non-intercooled model simply called the X3 Turbo. That
put it at horsepower instead of the ponies for the intercooled version. Now, Can-Am has the RR
versions with a whopping horsepower. By any standard, the base chassis and suspension are
fully sport-capable. The front suspension was inspired by trophy trucks with large double
A-arms. In the rear are massive trailing arms helped by three radius rods on each side. In
addition to being 64 inches wide, the X3 has 2. The three settings are easy to feel since each
click makes a substantial change. The adjusters have knobs with a molded-in lever that makes
adjustments by hand a breeze. Together, the suspension arms and shocks deliver 20 inches of
suspension travel, front and rear. Compared to some other popular designs, the X3 rear shocks
are mounted closer to vertical, but the action is quite good. We see a lot of people driving X3s
that are riding low. We felt that the machines were delivered with lower ride height than what
was optimum. For , all X3 models come from the factory with a little higher ride height, and the
ride certainly feels improved. Even so, measure the ride height on your car when it is new, then
monitor it as the suspension breaks in, or whenever you add weight with accessories. If you
add larger tires, get the ride height back to the stock setting with preload or stiffer springs in
some cases, then swap on the larger tires and take new reference measurements. An
intercooler is basically a radiator system to cool and condense the incoming fuel and air
charge. It makes a huge difference on turbocharged engines. The engine-management system
has to be more conservative to deal with the hotter, less dense intake charge without the

intercooler. The result is a turbo motor rated at horsepower, but one that has less parts and
plumbing, so it is easierâ€”and thus less expensiveâ€”to build. Why build the same car as other
X3s but with 50 or 75 horsepower less? As we toss numbers around, the differences sound like
vast differences. For those with a significant dune addiction, one of the higher-horsepower
models are certainly desirable. Most of the normally aspirated sport cc UTVs out have around
horsepower. Their tour cars are 2-seat and 4-seat X3 Turbos. They have a lot of miles on them
but still felt great, and with the general off-road driving we did, the power is fabulous. Many of
the rentals have four people in the X3 Turbo Max, and it has plenty of power for the task. We
have driven some really powerful Can-Am X3s, and they have survived the power just fine. The
X3 Turbo is the same engine. Imagine how long it will last making less power! A car that has
spent its life with a different driver every 30 minutes for eight hours a day when it is in use. Even
though the X3 Turbo is the lowest-priced X3 available, it is no base model. It has premium
Maxxis tires, cast-aluminum wheels and doors. This is a good-looking machine with sleek, low
profile like an off-road sports car. Open the quarter door and you sort of slide in and settle into
comfortable, supportive seats. The cushions are on the firm side, but they feel good, and the
bottom cushions are removable for cleaning. The seats are fairly reclined compared to other
machines. In addition to fore and aft adjustments there are two mounting options for the front of
the seat railsâ€”the stock location and another 2 inches lower. There are some handy in-cab
storage options and cup holders. Can-Am delivers the machine with two smart keys. They pop
over a nub on the dash, and then you push a start button to fire up the engine. One key is full
performance, and the other has reduced power and top speed. Can-Am equips the X3s with a
three-cylinder, cc engine. It is smooth and revs easily with an engine sound that it significantly
different from a twin. All of the X3s from to horsepower have the smooth and easy low-rpm
power delivery. As the rpm goes up, the power builds in a hurry. The difference is that the horse
RR models feel like switching to light speed when floored. Things are not nearly so startling
with the horse X3 Turbo. It still makes serious acceleration when the rpm climbs. In our time
with the X3 Turbo we had rocky, technical trails, steep climbs, open desert with whoops, and
even sand dunes. It made plenty of power in all of those situations. For the technical trails and
climbs we needed low range. The X3 low range is geared very low compared to most machines,
and it works great for the tech areas. On the mountain trails and in rocks in the desert, the
suspension feel is crisp, and you feel the terrain surface. We spent time playing with the
compression adjusters. Set on one, the action was clearly smoother over rocks and chop. We
selected setting two for general trails, and we reserved the stiffest number-three setting for
hammering through whoops at speed. You can find a setting for about any situation, and it is
easy to feel the difference between the settings. If we had giant dune climbs and paddle tires,
the difference would have been huge. We had whoops, rocks and ledges that prevented truly
stretching the legs on the RR. The X3 Turbo may not run like the RR on top, but it easily grinds
its way up hills and through rocks. The combination of the low gearing in low range and the
smooth build of power as the rpm rise make the X3 Turbo a pleasure in technical driving. The
difference in gearing between low range and high range is significant. We always shifted back
to high as soon as we could. We dropped off ledges and stair-step rocks. The X3 looks a little
low, but we rarely dragged the slippery plastic skid plate. Can-Am built the X3 aiming at a good
price with ample performance. It crushes any normally aspirated sport machine, and that
includes those that cost significantly more. For any car that comes with the Fox QS3 shocks,
the X3 Turbo has suspension that is right in the ballpark. At no point did we find ourselves
needing more power. Wanting more power? But not needing. All of the X3 models are happiest
when pushed, and even the chassis is happier at a good pace. The X3 Turbo also works best
when pushed, and that goes for both engine and suspension performance. Our X3 Turbo is a
machine we would be more than happy to have in our own garage. Contact Comments are
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UTV owners have questions or problems. Some are new to a brand and more are brand new to
the sport in general. Knowing how a particular machine holds up is important. We have
gathered a list of parts that your machine needs to make it stronger and more user-friendly.
Keep posted as we will add to this list. The Rotax power plant and Fox Shox are so good, the
chassis has trouble keeping up. There are a few critical areas that need immediate attention if
you are doing anything more than tame trail riding. For this article, Assault Industries takes care
of the first five fixes. You can order each product through Up front, the A-arm mounting points
as well as the top shock mounts need bracing. The laser cut chromoly steel brace supplies a
true double shear mounting point for these critical areas. It works with stock or aftermarket
arms and shocks. Again, this is a situation where the rod is not mounted with double shear
plates. We installed this kit before prerunning the Baja and took an XDS model down south that
was otherwise completely stock tires too and ran the whole course without any issues. This kit
will work with OEM, Assault or most other brand radius rods. Speaking of radius rods, any car
that has them, needs an upgrade. Unfortunately any hard side load hit will bend them. If they
bend without you noticing, it can take out your trailing arm and then your shock. Not only does
it secure the radius rods better, it protects this section of the frame and provides attachment
points for tie downs during transportation. Finally, inside the cockpit, The gated shifter in the
center console area needs attention. The stock shifter works well but the soft plastic that makes
up the shift gate guide wears out quick and looks shabby after a few rides. Raw, red, blue, black
or yellow colors are available. Under the car, you will notice that the stock skid plate is riveted
on. While this installation process may be fine on the assembly line, it is completely impractical
for offload use. Your skid plate needs to be easily removable for inspection and maintenance.
To get your stock skid plate off you have to split the rivets from the side with a punch or large
screwdriver. At the rear of the car, mud flaps like these from Rokblokz are a must with any high
performance UTV. While they only slightly stop mud from hitting anything on your car, they do
prevent rocks that fly off the front tires from wedging themselves between the rear wheel and
brake caliper, causing a flat or other major damage. Order at Guide To Trailer Options.
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